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MEGATON MIX-AND-MASHUP SCENARIOS
This document has several Megaton Mashup scenarios. In order to utilize this
document you will need the Megaton Mashup product, which can be found
on our online store here.
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Globbicus

Gausamal

Zavod 075

Minions

Playing Globbicus in Megaton Mashup

Some scenarios will use Minions. Minions are units that will help the Villain
throughout the game. The following rules apply for all scenarios whose setup
section calls for Minion models.

The following rules are used when the players wish to use Globbicus either
themselves and/or as the Villain.

Minion Models
Minions are units spawned throughout the game by a Villain’s special rules.

The Villain as Globbicus
Both of the Villain Globbicus monsters must be destroyed to win.

Minions cannot secure buildings.

Villain Health

Minions and Players

Extra Villain health is applied to the Alpha and to each of the Hyper forms. A
good number to set the extra health at is 4.

Players may not place Minions on hazards or impassable terrain unless that
Minion could end an advance in that space without being destroyed.

Villain Activation

Minions are always considered enemy units by the players’ models, and
Minions consider all models controlled by the players to be enemy models.

If both of the Villain Globbicus models are in play when they activate, the
Globbicus closest to the target monster follows the card.

Minions and the Villain

If both of the Villain Globbicus models are in play and the Bully card is
drawn, the Globbicus closest to any enemy unit follows the card.

Minions are considered allied Faction units to the Villain and other Minions.
Note that Villain cards and the Megaton Mashup Villain rules refer to any
units (allied and enemy) in their description.

Finally, if both of the Villain Globbicus models are in play when they activate,
and a card is drawn with no monster target (other than Bully) the player with
the #1 token decides which Globbicus follows the card.

The Villain will generally completely ignore the presence of a Minion model
for the purposes of Ultimate Destruction unless the Minion’s or Villain’s
special rules cause the Villain to consider the Minions as units.

Bifurcate

When a Villain advances into a space with a Minion, the Minion is destroyed
like normal.

When resolving the Bifurcate trigger, the new Globbicus cannot be placed
in a hazard unless no other spaces are available. When you put the second
Globbicus model into play, they are placed in the spaces containing the most
units. Units in the spaces Globbicus is placed in are destroyed. If Bifurcate
triggers during the Villain activation, the original Globbicus model continues
to follow the instructions of all cards drawn that turn.

Minion Limit

Players using Globbicus

When resolving the Bully card the Villain only moves toward enemy units,
however it will still make attacks against Minions if they are adjacent to the
Villain.

There may never be more than 10 Minions on the map at any time.

The players only lose the game from a Globbicus being destroyed if both
Globbicus monsters owned by one player are destroyed.
The Villain treats all players’ Globbicus models as normal monsters—the
Villain will just have three or more potential targets instead of two. The
player with the #1 token still chooses the target of the Villain when more
than one monster matches the target monster rule; however, when a player
makes that decision, they may only choose from among the monsters that
meet the targeting requirement.

Arcane Secrets
Setup

Minion Special Rules

This scenario uses Gausamal as the Villain. Gausamal starts with 6 extra
health on the bonus health card. Gausamal uses 3 Draken Mystics as Minions.

Minions gain Cloak. (Cloak – This model cannot be targeted by blast attacks
made by a model more than two spaces away.)

Minion Spawning

While one or more Minions are in play, Gausamal and Minions gain
Disruption. (Disruption – Enemy models participating in an attack while
within two spaces ofthis model lose one Boost Die on their attack rolls.)

Whenever a Minion is put into play, put it on the farthest unoccupied power
or negative zone from Gausamal.
At the end of each Villain turn, roll one Action Die and put a number of
Draken Mystic Minions into play equal to the number of strikes rolled.

While two or more Minions are in play, Gausamal resolves all Villain cards
at +3 SPD. When resolving the All Out Attack card, she rampages 7 spaces
instead of 4.
While three or more Minions are in play, Gausamal gains Armored. (Armored –
This monster is immune to damage from collisions with buildings.)

Blobs, Blobs, Everywhere
Setup

Globbicus and Minions

This scenario uses Globbicus as the Villain. Globbicus starts with 4 extra
health on the bonus health card. Globbicus uses Toxxos as Minions.

Globbicus regains 1 health for each Minion it destroys while advancing or
rampaging.

Minion Spawning
Whenever Globbicus destroys an enemy unit with an attack, the enemy unit is
replaced with a Minion after the attack is resolved.
Whenever Globbicus suffers 1 or more damage from an attack, place a Minion
base-to-base with Globbicus after the attack is resolved.
Whenever Globbicus advances, it considers Minions as units and attempts
to advance over as many as possible while still achieving the normal list of
requirements for Villain movement.
When the first Globbicus is destroyed, instead of putting one Minion base-tobase with it for suffering damage, replace Globbicus with four Minions, one in
each space Globbicus occupied. Minions are not placed in spaces containing
impassable terrain or hazards.
When resolving the Bifurcate or Tantrum triggers, completely resolve the
ability before putting a Minion into play from any attack that triggered
Bifurcate or Tantrum.

Globbicus considers Minions as units when resolving the Wicked Backspin,
Beat Back, or Hurt Locker cards or when resolving the Rampages from the
All-Out Attack or Bull Rush cards. When resolving a Wicked Backspin card,
Globbicus selects a Minion as its first target if possible, and if a Minion is the
first target, the resulting Swat deals super damage.
Globbicus gains Tantrum while in Hyper. (Tantrum - When this monster is
hit by a body slam or throw power attack, after the attack is resolved you
can move this monster up to two spaces, then return all non-Faction units
adjacent to this monster to their unit reserves.)
When Tantrum is triggered, Globbicus moves up to two spaces to achieve
Ultimate Destruction. During this movement, Globbicus never enters a hazard.
Globbicus considers Minions to be enemy units when resolving Tantrum.
Globbicus regains 1 health for each Minion it returns to the reserves with the
Tantrum ability.

From On High
Setup

Minion Special Rules

This scenario uses Sky Sentinel as the Villain. Sky Sentinel starts with 8 extra
health on the bonus health card. Sky Sentinel uses 8 Strike Fighters (grunts)
and 2 Rocket Choppers as Minions.

Whenever Sky Sentinel is damaged by an attack, after the attack is resolved,
each Minion within 4 spaces of an enemy unit makes a blast attack targeting
the closest enemy unit. When making these attacks, Minions roll one Action
Die and two Boost Dice.

Minion Spawning

Minion’s blast attacks have +1 RNG.

Whenever Sky Sentinel draws a card without a target in the lower left corner
but before resolving the card, put a Strike Fighter or Rocket Chopper Minion
into play on any empty objective space on the map. The Minion is put into
play even if the card isn’t resolved (e.g., when it is drawn when following the
Charge card). If no objective spaces are empty, do not put a Minion into play.
When placing Minions on objective spaces, they must be placed on all empty
spaces of the following types before they can be placed on the next type of
space:

Villain Special Rules
Whenever Sky Sentinel would make a brawl attack, he makes a blast attack
instead.
When Sky Sentinel resolves the Blaster card while in hyper, he makes one
additional blast attack targeting the same monster.

• Power Zones
• Negative Zones
• Activators
• Player Spawn Points
• Neutral Spawn Points

IT BURNS!
Villain Health

Movement

This scenario uses Incinerus as the Villain. Incinerus starts with 3 extra
health on the bonus health card in each form, but his maximum health on
the bonus health card is 6 per form. Incinerus will never re-enter alpha;
instead, he is considered at maximum health if he has 6 extra health on
either side of the bonus health card.

When Incinerus advances, he does not avoid hazards as normal and instead
attempts to enter any debris tile (or volcano hazard) from which he hasn’t
already regained health this turn.

Setup

He will also always attempt to end his movement(s) on or adjacent to a
debris tile as long as he can still achieve all other requirements from his
movement.

When players are creating their city, no more than six buildings may have the
Incombustible or Ephemeral rule. The players must fill all foundations with
buildings.

Note: This means if Incinerus starts aligned with his target, he will move
away from the target to enter a debris tile (or volcano hazard) if it means he
can still return to his target to achieve the normal list of requirements for
Villain movement.

Incinerus and Hazards

Special Rules

Whenever Incinerus enters a hazard for the first time each turn, flip the tile to
the rubble side; if it flips, he regains 1 health. A tile flipped this way may not
be flipped again this turn.

Before Incinerus makes his first attack each Villain turn, he performs the
Ignite action on a debris tile that he is on or adjacent to. He does not count
as entering that tile this turn, and he will ignore any tile that can’t be flipped.
He will also always target the tile that causes the most damage to monsters
or units. He performs this action in both alpha and hyper mode.

Whenever Incinerus enters a hazard that is not a tile for the first time each
turn, he regains 1 health.
Incinerus may only regain health from each hazard once per Villain turn.
When Incinerus collides with a hazard, he doesn’t take any damage from the
hazard as normal but doesn’t regain health or flip the tile to the rubble side.

While Incinerus is in hyper whenever he enters a rubble tile for the first time
(and only the first time) each turn, it flips to the hazard side as per his Fire
Step rule. A tile flipped by Fire Step may not be flipped again that turn.
Incincerus is immune to the effects of Grappler and any effects that would
stop him from moving.
The trigger from the rule Waterlogged does not trigger during this scenario.
Incinerus’ stomps do not flip hazards to the rubble side.

Mirror, Mirror
Setup
This scenario uses Zavod 075 as the Villain. Zavod begins with 8 extra
health on the bonus health card. Zavod uses two Vorata Walkers, six WW-82s
(grunts), and two Propo Walkers as Minions.

Minion Spawning
Whenever Zavod puts any Minions into play, roll an Action Die for each one
put into play: on a super strike, put a Propo Walker into play; on a normal
strike, put a Vorata Walker into play; and on a blank, put a WW-82 into play.
If more than one Minion is being put into play at the same time, roll for each
one sequentially. When placing a Minion, place it adjacent to a building, if
possible. When you roll to spawn a Minion, if all the Minions of the type
rolled are already in play, reroll.

While in hyper form and resolving a Villain card, the first time Zavod is
adjacent to but not on a debris tile during a turn, Zavod interrupts the Villain
card and removes the debris tile from the game. If a debris tile is removed by
this rule, Zavod regains 1 health. Then, roll an Action Die: on a super strike,
put four Minions into play; on a normal strike, put three Minions into play;
and on a blank, put two Minions into play. All Minions put into play this way
must be placed within the foundation from which the debris was removed.

Minion Special Rules
At the end of each Villain turn, each WW-82 must make a blast attack
targeting the closest enemy unit within four spaces. Each rolls two Action
Dice and two Boost Dice for each of these attacks.

Zavod does not destroy a Minion it advances over if that Minion was put into
play during the same turn. A Minion is still destroyed if Zavod rampages over
it or ends an advance on top of it.
Whenever Zavod destroys an enemy unit with a brawl attack, after the attack
is resolved, the enemy unit is replaced with a Minion.
At the start of each Villain turn, put one WW-82 into play adjacent to each
Vorata Walker in play. If all WW-82s are already in play, put a Propo Walker
into play instead.
While in alpha form, Zavod puts one Minion into play adjacent to itself before
resolving its first Villain card.

The Destroyer Cometh!
Setup

Reprieve

This scenario uses Gorghadra as the Villain. Gorghadra starts with 10 extra
health on the bonus health card. The players will need tokens to keep track
of two different effects during the game.

When Gorghadra draws a Villain card but before resolving it, the players may
allow him to gather interdimensional energy instead. The players may not
use this rule if Gorghadra has Speed tokens on his card. If the players choose
to do this, the following occurs in order:

Interdimensional Energy

• The Villain card doesn’t resolve

At the beginning of the game, set aside eight tokens near Gorghadra’s
monster card in a pile called the Energy Stack. Whenever Gorghadra suffers
3 or more damage in a single turn, roll a Boost Die and remove a token from
the Energy Stack for each strike rolled. When Ghorghadra enters hyper form
for the first time, roll three Boost Dice and remove a number of tokens from
the Energy Stack equal to the strikes rolled.

• Discard the Villain card

On any of the players’ monster turns, if Gorghadra suffers no damage, add one
token to the Energy Stack. (This may result in the Energy Stack having more
than eight tokens.)
When the Energy Stack has zero tokens, the following occurs in order:
• Gorghadra suffers 6 damage
• All buildings Gorghadra is adjacent to are destroyed

• Add one token to the Energy Stack
• Restore 2 health to Gorghadra
• Put 2 Speed tokens on Gorghadra’s card
• Gorghadra’s activation ends immediately
Tokens on Gorghadra’s card are Speed tokens. This rule doesn’t affect Villain
cards that have already completely resolved this turn.
Whenever Gorghadra moves as a result of a Villain card, add the number
of Speed tokens on his card to the SPD of the card. After resolving the last
Villain card drawn in a Villain turn, remove 1 Speed token from Gorghadra.

• Flip all debris tiles within three spaces of Gorghadra to the hazard side

Special Rules

• Monsters (including Gorghadra) on any debris tile(s) that are flipped as a
result of this rule count as colliding with the hazard(s)

Gorghadra gains High Mobility, Flight, and Terrify in both forms.

• All units within five spaces of Gorghadra are destroyed
• Other monsters within three spaces of Gorghadra suffer 2 damage
• The Interdimensional Energy, Reprieve, and Action: Interdimensional
Siphon are disabled for the rest of the game

Flight – This model can end its movement on impassable terrain and is
immune to hazards except when colliding with them.
Terrify – While adjacent to this model, enemy units cannot roll Boost Dice in
their attacks.
Players’ monsters gain Action: Interdimensional Siphon in both forms.
Action: Interdimensional Siphon – During your Monster Activation, this
model may spend one Action Die to perform an Interdimensional Siphon
action. If Gorghadra is within two spaces, remove 1 token from the Energy
Stack. and this model suffers 1 damage. Tokens cannot be added to the
Energy Stack this turn.

